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Announcanents by
the UNM commonicy will be :arf'P.:;!...~
at 'fhe Lobo office.
A 24-hour deadline
is in effcet.

Calling U
Thursday, Feb. 6
"Other Voices-Other Drums" speakers
.series, Lewis B. Hershey, director of the
Selective Service System; Popejoy Hall;
8 p.m.
Teacher placement interviews; State of
Ha.waii Department of Education; Santa
Paula Calif. school district; Placement
Center.
Dames Club Coffee for new members:
Union 281-C; 7 :~5 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 7
Senior bassoon recital by Mike Shaver;
Fine Arts Recital Hall; 8 :15 p.m.
Placement interviews; State of Hawaii
Department of Education; Elementary
school district No. 6, Snowflake, Ariz.;
San Juan unified school district, Carmichael, Calif.; El Monte, Calif., school dis·
trict; Flncemcnt Center.
Saturday, Feb. 8
Talent auditions for "'Your All Ameri·
can College Show," additional information
available in the music department: Room
M-17, Fine Arts Center; noon to 6 ·p.m.
Benefit concert by Amiram Sheffet,
violin, and Alice Sheffet piano: Recital
Hall; 8 :15 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 9
Voice recital by Jeannie Grealish and
Jnr1e Snow; admission free. donations ac..
ccpted towards scholarship fund; Recita1
Hall; 4 p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 11
Placement interviews. Fort Bragg, Calif.
unified school district: Placement Center.
Wednesday, Feb. 12
Placement interviewa, Kern high school
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district, Bakersfield, Calif.; Bassett Calif
unified school district; Placement Ce~~l". •
Thursday, Feb. 13
Plnc:emcnt interviews, Fort Bragg CaUf.
unifi~ 13chool district; Placement Center
Friday. Feb. 14
•
"King of Hearts' Dnnce; Union ball..
room; 8 p.m.
Monday, Feb. 17
Placement intervieW5, Fort Bragg, Calif
public schools: Placement Center.
•
Tuesday, Feb. 18
Fashion show; Union Ballroom;: 7:30
p.m.
Stockton, Calif.; unified school district,
placement interviews; Placement Center.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 19
Placement interviews; Roswell board of
education; Placement Center. ·
Thursday, Feb. 20
Women's Rights Forum: Kiva.
Saturday, Feb. 22
Faculty Women's Club bridge benefit
for needy students; Union Ballroom; 1:30
p.m.
Chilili Community Center benefit dance;
Newman Center; 8 p.m.
Monday, Feb. 24
• Broadway play uTbe Apple Tree"; PopeJOY Hall; 8 :15 p.m.
Placement interviews, Pomona, Ca1if.,
unified school district; l'lacement Center.
Tuesday, Feb. 25
B~dway Play,
"'The Apple Tree";
PopeJOY Hall: 8 :15 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 26
Placement interviews, Santa Maria
Calif., joint union high school district;
Placement Center.

WANT ADS
FOR SALE
1963 LAMBRETTA, ns is, $35. Doctor's
scales, $10. 34fi-0416 evenings.
Close-out sale on car tape players. Only 10
left. Johnny's TV & Stereo Service. 623
Amherst, NE.
BEGINNING
PHOTOGRAPHY
STUDENTS I 35mm Mamiya-Sekor SLR with
48mm normal and 35mm wide angle
lenses. Excellent condt.; something to
build on. Contact Steve Part; Dept. of
MUBic. Only $95.
SERVICES
Typing term papers, theses, etc., 2688908. 500-A Kentucky, SE.
Major magazines-student rates-inc]ades
Time, Newsweek, Playboy, Sports lllustrnted-American Bank of Commerce in
SUll.
PERSONALS
Wanted, mature woman:~~ student or staff,
to live in w /college daughter. Private
room, no duties. Near Campus, 268-4167
after 3:30.
UNM STUDENTS - WE COOK FOR
YOU l Modern accommodations with privata baths and no dirty dishes. Call
243-2881.
SCIENTOLOGY You can be happy
again.. Come to nn introductory lecture
Tues. & Thurs. 7:30 p.m.; Sat. 3!00
p.m. 613 San Mateo NE, 256-0880.

THIS ONE BOOK
CAN UPDATE
YOUR ENTIRE
REFERENCE
SHELF
I
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Gives you all the latest data on
hundreds of subjects ... government, politics, economics,
history, Jaw, sports, nations,
world leaders, celebrities, and
many more. Puts a million
facts at your fingertips in one
easy-to-use, concise volume.
Whatever the subject, the 1969
World Almanac is the last word I
For over a century, the authority/
THE 1969 WORLD ALMANAC IS

NOW ON SALE!

I

In Biafra
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Red Cross Staff 'Well Paid'
Editor's Note: The following is
an excerpt from a letter sent to
an Alberta man from his brother
in Nigeria. A larger portion appeared in The Medium and is concerned with actions of the Hed
Cross and reactions by Biafrans.
"I met Red Cross people . in a
town liberated by Nigerian troops
who could not speak a word of
English. They were first aid
workers and they earned 300
pounds per month (a substantial
wage in Europe) plus day money
of $30. There goes the money
which Europe has collected for
the poor and the hungry people
of Nigeria.
"Recently, 1,500 Nigerian troops
were killed because a Red Cross
nurse was spending the night in
the tent of the Nigerian Commander. This man was 'too busy'
to lead the counter-attack, and
therefore the enemy had the opportunity to penetrate.
"Understand that the Red Cross
and other such organizations are
not popular over here. These people sit in the most expensive hotels here doing nothing.
"Lagos is filled up with local
food for the hungry in Biafra but
the Biafrans do not want to accept this from the enemy. This is
why millions are being collected
in Europe for help, and flown in
food goes directly to the army
while poor people in the bush keep
on starving.
"Like all wars, this is a dirty
one. But this is especially bad because it is not worthwhile. The
people in Biafra want to be independent from the rest. That's OK,
but in the meantime they suppress
other tribes who do not want this.
So amongst themselves there is
much hate and jealously, as in
Africa with all its tribal differences, and this is not going to
change very qui.ckly.
"Ghana is headed in the proper
direction now. Since the fall of
Nkrnmah, they kicked out all the

Red Chinese and have replaced
them with Europeans in the top
positions, especially in technical
fields. The economy is improving.
Last year visitors from Ghana

bought many things over here;
today the reverse is the case,
"Canada sent us a DC-6 or a
DC-7 loaded with Canadian beer
for the Red Cross workers!"

This Is The Men Who Fought
The System and Won . . .
Fought Religion end Government and He Won . • •

M G M presents
the John FrankenheimerEdward Lewis Production of

thefixer

~~

Now Showing!
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Hershey Cites
Further Need
Of Conscription
By JACK AUSTIN
and
TONY LOUDERBOUGH

COUNTRY BARN
Fried Chicken Special
2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken

Golden Brown French Fries & Toast

ONLY49c
Eat in our large dining room or take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
Don't Forget
Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25

7 rm. mountain home, 80 miles from Albuquerque, March 1-May 5. Scheduled.
Ideal thesis writers, artist, author, (!tc..
Rent free exchange caretaking. Write
P.O. Box 156, Gadsden, ft..rizona 85336.
EMPLOYMENT
WORK for the University of New Mexico
Student Publications bmin.,. staff. Opportunity includes copywriting, advertising make-up and sales. Houro easily adjusted to fit studi... schedule. Commiseions
available. Cheek with the blllliness stall,
.Toumalisn:l Bldg., Room 159 or call 2774002.
PART TIME male help wanted. Apply in
person. Der Wlenerschnitzel, 4201 Cen·
tral, NE.

America has not reached the
point where it can do without the
draft, Gen. Lewis B. Hershey
told a UNM audience in Popejoy
Hall last night.
The 75-year old director of the
Selective Service said, "We have
not gotten to the point where we
can run the government without
causing deaths."
Hershey was heckled often by
a large portion of the audience,
although ASUNM President Jim
Dines said after the speech that
the protestors were "very orderly!'
Crosses
Some of the protestors carried
crosses bearing the names of New
Mexico servicemen killed in Viet
Nam.
Hershey said, "I have not and
do not classify anyone." He then
stated that his job is "to enforce
the laws congress makes. The
local boards do the picking and
choosing.''
He said there had been conscription for a least brief periods
for every war in which America
bas been involved, except the
Spanish-American war.
He ignored a "Murderer'' sign
held up during his speech, but
after repeated shouting from the
audience, Hel!shey pointed out
that even he has a right to freedom of speech in the U.S.
Purpose of Service
The main purpose of the Selective Service, Hershey said, is to
provide people for the armed
forces. "Congress realized this
could not be done without compulsion." The system registers
young men, classifies and sorts
those registered, and finally serids
men into the service.
Hershey drew loud boos as he
said, "The people who have mainained this country for the last

BABYSITTER wanted. 8 to 9 a.m. and 3 to
6 p.m. Your home, university areL Barbara 277-5320 days or 877-1754 evenings.
Attractive girl to assist Professional entertainer on stage locally a few evenintzs
per month. Some theatrical talent desirable, but not necessary. Possibility
overseas tour later. Good pay. Write Bob
Filbnan c/o Studeot Publications, Lobo
Office, Univ. P.O. Box 20, Albuquerque
N.M., 87106.
'
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thirty years are local board members who have worked ·for no pay,
which is more than I can say for
some people who would rather
criticize than help."
Hershey said of his Oct. 26 letter to local draft boards ordering
induction of draft dissenters,
"Show me one dissenter who was
drafted who was not first breaking the law."
Not Out of W oodBi
Hershey also said, "Of the two
candidates who said they would
fire me if they got elected, one
did not get nominated and the
other did not get elected. But I
am still not out of the woods yet
because the man who did get
elected never said anything.''
Hershey repeated that he wished there were more constructive
proposals for the improvement of
the Selective Service. He said
most of the audience's questions
didn't "have much to do with anything."
Press Conference
At a press conference Thursday
afternoon Hershey discussed
questions involving a volunteer
army, and a draft nceompanying
a volunteer army.
Hershey said that if the President wanted a volunteer army,
he would support him out of obligation.
At the news conference, Hershey said· that his involvement
in the draft for the past 30 years
may inhibit his thinking. His experience, he said, may make him
pessimistic as to the success of
a volunteer system.
Hershey said that during his 30
years service, he has found the
greatest incentive in getting men
to join the armed forces has been
the pressure of the draft. He said
60 per cent of the men who join
the service do so under the threat
of being drafted.
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AVAILABLE FOR RECENT GRADUATES,
SENIORS AND JUNIORS.
(PROCUREMENT TEAM ON CAMPUS 24-28 MARCH)

IMMEDIATE APPLICATION ENHANCES
SELECTION OPPORTUNITIES.
APPLY NOW: OFFICER PROGRAMS
NAVAL AIR STATION
DALLAS, TEX. 7521 I
AN2-5161, EXT. 200

"Evenin', Sir"

Reiterates Opposition

McGovern Slams War
WASHINGTON (CPS)- Sen.
George McGovern (D-S.D.) Monday reiterated his call for an immediate end to all military offensive operations in Viet Nam
as he opened a "mobilization" of
Clergy and Laymen Com!erned
about Viet Nam.
He declared that "our present
military strategy is needlessly
killing young Americans and
wasting billions of dollars in efforts that have no relevance either
to the diplomacy of Paris or the
politics of Saigon.''
McGovern will follow GenLewis B. Hershey to UNM next
Wednesday as the second speaker
in this semester's Associated Students'
"Other
Voices-Other
Drums" lecture series.
Senator McGovern made two
more military suggestions: consolidation of U.S. troops in easily
defended positions and an immediate reduction of manpower
from 500,000 to 250,000.
The senator said "We have
starved crucial sectors of the

·-~--~---~-*~M-~~-----~---~------------------------·
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NAVAL AVIATION: TESTING, ETC.

NAME

ADDRESS

American society to keep the military animal well-fed . • . the
shortage of talented dynamic
teachers and professors takes a
heavy toll in American classrooms.''
\Vorse yet, he said, the eost :of

the anti-ballistic missile system
is so great that if it were realized
it would deplete the budget to the
extent the war annually does now.
McGovern closed by saying he
plans to re-introduce his national
economic conservation bill in the
Senate later this month. It ealls
for a national commission to plan
economic adjustments and reductions in defense expenditures.
Mrs. Martin Luther King, Jr.
led a peaceful march through
downtown Washington to the Justice Department Wednesday as
the finale of the three-day mobilization of clergy and laymen concerned about Viet N am.
The march ended with the installation of the Rev. Thomas
Lee Hayes as a worker among
military deserters in Stockholm.
The peace parade, an orderly procession of nearly a thousand people, had a government permit and
police escort.
With Justice Department employees looking out their office
windows, Mrs. King said that "We

represent the concerned men and
women of conscience who feel
America must confront itself with
an its glaring inconsistencies."
Other conference highlights included appearance by some of the
Catonsville

Nin<J .nnd tlw

Mil~

waukee 14, two groups of clergy
and laymen who with homemade
napalm had destroyed draft file&.
The national, interfaith antiwar group also concerned itself
with draft resistance and conscientious objection to the war.
A number of informal sessions on
amnesty and solidarity for draft
resisters were held, climaxing
with singing and a speech by resistance leader David Harris and
his wife Joan Baez.
Harris delivered a moving
speech on pacifism and resistance.
In it, he outlined his philosophy
of "non-violent aggression" and
how it fits in today's society. Harris, former student body president at Stanford, is currently
awaiting a decision on his appeal
of a conviction for refusing induction.
Concerned Clergy and Laym~
was formed during the Christmas
bombing hult of 1lH15. Its 25,000
members
are largely
from
churches on or near college campuses.

Lowered Voting Age
Target of Coalit:ion

·J\B AMERICAN
-.

---

Demonstrators wait outside of the Popejoy Hall auditorium with
a sign signifying their feelings. Demonstrators at the Hershey tliik
were described as very orderly by Jim Dines, president of Associated
Students.

By check, by sock, by hand, by gosh, let us
handle your account! Only American Bank
of Commerce has an office at the University of New Mexico. Complete banking
services! Ask about Thriftycheck. You'll
find us friendlier, and more convenient.
You can be da Judge!
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PILOT
TRAINING
CLASS ASSIGNMENTS IMMEDIATELY
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DOWNSTAIRS
at the
NEW MEXICO UNION
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Call Z47-:103J:
"Les Fourberies"

"Les Fourberies de Scapin" a French comedy by Moliere, will be
presented by Le Tretealt de Paris on Feb, 12 at 8 p.m. in Popejoy Hall.
Tickets for the presentation, which will be in French, are $3 fo.r the
general public, $2 for faculty and staff, and $1.50 for students.

WASHINGTON (CPS)~For
mation of the first nationally coordinated movement to lower the
voting age was announced here
Wednesday.
Called the Youth FranChise
Coalition, the organization will
seek the 18-year-old vote at two
levels: through a constitutional
amendment and changes in state
charters.
The bl'oadly-based non-partisan
coalition will consist of youth,
adult, labor, veterans, and political groups.
Initial members include the National Education Association, its
student affiliate SNEA, the National Student Association, the
youth division of the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, the U.S. Youth
Council, Young Democrats, Young
Republicans, and the Committee
· for Community Affairs.

Sen. Birch Bayh (D-Ind.),
chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Amendments, said at the Coalition's first
meeting Wednesday that the 18year-old vote would not come
easily.
·~
Sen. Je"nnings Randolph (D.-W.
Va.) agreed that the group has
taken on "an ardous task.'' But
both he and Bayh gave their optimistic support. "It is my fervent
hope that at long last we can
anticipate affirmative action," said
Randolph, who wa!l among the
first to introduce congressional
resolutions to lower the voting
age in 1942.
Some 26 organizations were
represented at the meeting. When
a black asked why radical student groups were absent, he was
told that Students for a Democratic Society and Young Americans for Freedom had been invited to send delegates.
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Part III

The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student Publications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
WAYNE CIDDIO
ROBERT BURTON
Mexico, 87106. Subscription ralo is $5
Managing Editor
for the academic year,
Editor
The opinions expressed on tho editorial
pages of The . Lobo ·are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
ersity of New Mexicc>,'
f __________________________________________________________________
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ROTC:
By MILTON MAYER
Reprinted wit h permission
from The' Progressive, Madison,
Wisconsin. More on Monday.
Three-fourths of the Berkeley
student body had voted against
compulsory ROTC in 1940; the
California regents, pushed by
Chancellor Clark Kerr, abolished
it in 1962, 22 years later. Down
the years the Berkeley anti-Rotcee campaign mounted, and in
1960 a student group announced
that it was going to picket. If I
or any of my staff find anyone picketing in unifonn," said
the campus commandant, "that
student may find it very difficult
to pass the course." An honor
student who had got an "A" in
Rot-cee at mid-tenn found it not
difficult, but'impossible. When the
'National Student Association
(NSA) and other organizations
protested the "F" that followed,
the commandant sai dthat the offender ought to have been expelled and arrested, and the NSA
was infonned by the executive
Office of the Army Reserve and
'ROTC Affairs that the action was
appropriate reprisal for advocacy
of a voluntary program.
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!Editorials

Figure the Averages

I,

Don't be conned by the figures in the
teacher evaluation. The averages are in
most cases meaningless-not because they
are inaccurate (although some are) but bei cause no valid reference point is given.
Some readers of the Associated Stu~ dents' evaluation published in last Mon1 day's Lobo have noted several errors in
I the statistical data furnished under the
l heading "Average" for each professor's
over-all performance. These mistakes are
, in some cases serious, and for a careful
analysis readers will want to re-figure some
of the more obvious ones (like when the
average supplied is lower than the lowest
section score reported.)
Professors who might be quick to point
to this failing in the evaluation should be
reminded that many of their computer
scored exams are no more accurate. All in
all, the evaluation represents a long step
forward toward a regular program of student evaluation of professors. The following comments might prove useful in interpreting the data in this one.
A similar study done last year at the
University of Utah was more successful
because that committee had access to computation machines with which to figure the
averages in several important categories.
·students were asked to rate their professors on a nine-point scale for 25 different questions in UNM's new teacher evaluation. Five was to be chosen if the student
regarded the professor's qualities as "average," one was the worst possible response, nine the highest. With the completed results, however, five becomes a less
useful figure than might be supposed.
Rather than interpreting a professor's
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evaluation in terms of the five point median of the individual respondant, it is
probably more useful to consider the average of all respondents as a comparison for
the individual professor's score. This is a
difficult, and tedious, task · because the
evaluation committee has not provided this
information and the individual reader soon
tires of attempting to add and average the
290 entries in the study.
The Lobo has attempted this task, but
begs a skeptical audience for the computations. Our average-=-we used every professor's entries-of UNM professorial talent is 6.8. Our Arts and Sciences average is
computed at 6.7. Our average computed
for all non-A&S is 6.9. All mathematical
rules to the contrary aside, we have in all
cases rounded the averages to the lowest
tenth.
Thus a professor from A&S who scores
5.0 in the UNM Teacher Evaluation falls
considerably below the average established
above for A&S of 6.7, even though 5.0 was
originally defined as the arbitrary average
in the study. Five points may still be considered of some use in interpretation-a
professor scoring below that point is truly
below average in terms of the study.
Five points may best be considered the
median expectation of individual students
-the average of all professors' scores is a
better measure, however, for it demonstrates the average performance of professors.
More useful, perhaps, and certainly more
easily accomplished, is to compute the average for the professors in a single department when attempting to interpret the
scores of a particular professor.
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''We need off-shore drilling so that you people can
drive your cars to the beaches and enjoy them!"

Ivory Tower

c-New' Old Town
Fred Harvey Inc., which on at least one occasion has had
trouble keeping a Grade A rating at the Alvarado Hotel, has
succeeded in transferring that hotel's liquor license to a
proposed motel complex in Old Town. No matter that the
bar will be located within 100 yds. of San Felipe Elementary
School, the City Commission greedily waived the ruling
against such operations.
The waiver and transfer of the liquor license were granted on the condition that the bar entrance be located as far
as possible from the school entrance.
When the motel complex is completed in 1970, Old Town
will have lost a little charm but gained a little ''new town"
flavor. Just what it doesn't need.

.:s.r:A four-letter word-something you see
or hear or use or do every day, a very
expressive word that merges love and hate
together at their most magnificent and
frightening moment.
. But Straight concepts are often narrow.
They only understand one meaning for the
word, and that meaning is obacene. It is
s6mething very dirty that Straight people
dbn't want their w~yes and children to
read.
~-They never realize, though, that if their
wives and children can conceive of that
dirty definition, then the concept is already
il). their heads and the words aren1t going
to corrupt them.
<*Their analysis of it is as blind as the~r
· ep.dorsement of law 'n order. to solve our
society's problems. It _will all go. away if
we can just repress it. If the kids don't
use the word, then they won't think or feel
it or do it and won't recognize it when it's
b.eing done to them . . . ·
We maintain that a word can not be in·
nately obscene. Perhaps in some contexts
it is obscene. In others it may be simply a
graphic metaphor, an exclamation or a
poetic expression of bitterness.
·. In poetry, dashes can destroy the
rhythm, the :t;hyme, the meter, and the
mood. In an emphatic political speech
-.:;:y

dashes can weaken the speaker's power
and persuasiveness. And they slant a news
article with a connotation of disapproval
the editors do not intend to give.
Turning a few words into dashes may
not seem terribly important, especially
since we can imagine the missing letters
anyway. But the problem becomes more
important when, in the guise of refusing
to print obscenity, a paper refuses to print
more than a few words. and refuses to
print concepts.
·
The courts (Roth v. U.S. 1961) defend
freedom of the press with a narrow definition of obscenity that includes only material which, to the average person, makes
a predominant appeal to the prurient interests "when taken as a whole," which goes
·substantially beyond the customary limits
of propriety and good taste, and which is
"utterly without redMming social importance . . .''
Prior censorship of the press is in conflict with the Constitution's First Amendment. Obscenity must be left to the determination of the courts. Left to anyone
else, we can already see obscenity's definition quickly expanding to censor unpopular
political beliefs ....

i
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* * *

MOST OF US have completed the degrading but necessary
registration ceremony, wondering for the 40th time why it
is necessary to wait an hour to see an advisor who often
knows less about department requirements than we do.
Then there is the swell cashier's line in the gym for those
who supposedly owe fines. Many do of course, but often the
cashier's office screws up the records and bills students re~
peatedly until registration; when the matter is finally cleared up for good after a half hour delay. Too bad if the cla~ses
you want close just as you finally get to the proper section.
WARNING TO TEA lovers: Pick up a little ice when you
go through the snack bar line with your cup of hot water. The
last time we visited the Union our free plastic spoon curled
up and was on the brink of completely me~ting when :'e
rescued it from the cup. A scalded uvula 1s no laughmg
matter.
-* * *
AFTER A LAYOFF of a couple months I see the construction boys ha,ve · complete!! their destruction"· of the cir~ular
mall at the fountain. With aJittle hH!k, new concrete Will be
poured in time for Fiesta.
...
*-·

*. ·*

A PECULIAR. SMELL- emanating from the vicinity of
University Arena is still lingering from the game Satqrday.
The odor was caused by about 4000 rottert LObi) fans who
showed the WAC audience watc:!tin~- television that we are
· still the worst'"fans in the conference. Albuquerque fans
sitting across from the student section also watched the
institution of higher learning animals throw programs,
newspapers, and pennies onto the floor in true kindergarten
style. Luckily, the fans forgot to beat .up the referees because UNM won.
FUNNY THAT SENATOR Harold Runnels has never
seen the more common four letter word for scraw in print.
Not that we expect the man to be able to read such magazines as Harper's Monthly, where the word rece!1tly appeared, but we would assume that such an important man is
more widely read than he has admitted. Maybe this chairman of the New Mexico Finance Committee is upset because
The Lobo dared to quote a nasty remark made by Mayor
Richard Daley, another advocate of all that's good and
wholesome. Maybe Runnels is inferring that we should mis~
'quote individuals of dubious intent. Very interesting.
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Dr. G. Robert Grice is conducting studies in learning methods
and classical human conditioning.
Grice, a UNM distinguished
professor of psychology, wants to
find out why people react to certain stimuli.
He hopes that his research will
yield mathematical form u 1 a e
which will explain why people
react to stimuli and what factors
detennine the intensity of reaction.
In one phase of the experiment,
Grice exposes human subjects to
a light puff of air on the eyes. He
then measures the speed and nature of the reaction of the eyelid.
If the eyelid has reacted in a
quick, single movement, the response has been voluntary. If
the response is ragged, the movement has been automatic, or involuntary.
In another phase of the experiment, Grice introduces an electronically produced sound to accompany the puff of air. At first
the sound and air are simultaneous. Then the sound is heard
just before the puff of air. If the
subject responds with a blink to
th sound, before he feels the air,

(@ Popejoy Hall,

lower
learning

Such modest restraint as the
"academic" manuals display is
not likely to weigh heavily against
the officers' lectures, orders,
warnings, "guidance kits," and
slide shows. The restraint of the
ROTC manuals themselves is
minimal. Their assumptions are
neither arcane nor exotic. The
first is that the blessings of life
and liberty are won and preserved
by war and preparation for war;
and the history of the United
States is adduced to prove the
point. The second is that "world
Communism!' is the implacable
and insatiable enemy of mankind
represented by the United States
("and our allies," presently unspecified); that there might be
any other enemy or, indeed, any
other evil abroad or at home is
excluded. The third is that human
wickedness (from which the Free
World is happily exempt) is the
cause of Communism; and the
best that can be said for those
who think otherwise is that they
are "a motley of blind idealists,
political opportunists, regenerate
[sic] criminals, and misled individuals."
Given the military status of the

Professor St:udyi ng
Learning Responses

By GRANT HARVEY

* * *

What's In a Word?

l

.·
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this response is measured and
analyzed.
In the second part of the experiment, the intensity of the
sound is varied. To determine
whether intensity changes the
speed of the reaction, Grice is also
trying loud and soft tones.
Some subjects will react only
to loud tones, while others respond to loud and soft tones.
Grice said that people tend to
adapt to external stimuli. A person who is used to soft noises will
tend to react to both loud and
soft tones but the reaction to
loud tones may be exaggerated.
People who are used to the strong
stimuli will react only to the
stronger tones.
The experiments are considered
a simple way to Jearn how fast
and completely people learn.
In general, Grice said, the work
may give insights into how the
nervous system receives and interprets infonnation from the environment and how this leads the
individual to act.
The National Institute of Mental Health has granted Grice about $30,000 for five years of
work.

Cultural Program Committee
And The Department of French

cadet, the military status of the
teacher, and the authority of the
U.S. government as the publisher of the "academic" texts, these
two to four years of incessant
thunder on the right ought to
have a fair chance of transfonning (or forming) the susceptible
young man intO' a reflexive defender of a world that never was.
Unless he is a history major, he
will never know why, or what,
Nazism and Fascism were or, indeed, that there ever were such
things; much less, that soldiers
were hanged at Nuremberg because they obeyed their superior
officers' orders. None of these
things will he know after reading
"The Role of the United States in
World Affairs;" or why the free
election in Viet Nam required by
the Geneva Agreement was never
held, or how the government of
Guatemala was overthrown, or
what put an end to the U-2 flights
over Russia. What he will know,
reading "American Military History," is that President Truman
"relieved Gen. MacArthur of
command in the Far East in one
of the most controversial episodes
of the [Korean] conflict, "but he
will never know why (or even
why it was controversial). But
they will have read the 68-page
oversized brochure in technicolor,
"Your Career as an Anny Officer," with the following words of
Gen. MacArthur centered in
headline type on Page 1: "Yours
is the profession of anns ... the
will to win . . . the sure knowledge that in war there is no substitute for victory, that if you
lose the nation will be destroyed,
that the very obsession of your
public service must be duty, honor, country." No one will ever tell
him (not even, come to think of
it, if he is a history major) about
faith, hope, -love.
·
·

DID YOU KNOW?
Charlie Chaplin's comedy was based on that of the great
French Farceurs?, who derived their material from France's
most celebrated author-Moliere. And his most knockabout
farce is

LES FO URBERIES de SCAPIN
(ScAPIN's ANTics)

which was concocted from the most outrageous improvizations of the Italian

COM MEDIA dell' ARTE
which found its sources in the clowns of Ancient Rome, who,
of course, stole all of their material from those mad-cap, ouzo
drinking, orgy-loving Greek rake,s and revels of the 5th Cent.
B.C.

YOU DIDN'T KNOW THAT, DID YOU?
WELL DON'T DESPAIR!
Even you will thoroughly enjoy the celebrated French
Theater

LE TRETEAU de PARIS
PRODUCTION OF

LES FO URBERIES de SCAPIN
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12-8:15 P.M.
Public $3.00-FacjStaff $2.00
Students $1.50
Telephone 277-3121

BA ECDN
MA.JDRS!
Delta Sigma Pi. professional business-fraternity, invites all prospective pledges to its rush
week activiti.es:
Feb. 11-Tuesday, 8:00 p.m.
.. CASINO NIGHT ..
Mountainview Rec. Hall
2323 Kathryn SE
Informal dress; free beer
Feb. 12-Wednesday. 8:00 p.m.
11
RUSH SMOKER"
Faculty Lounge. SUB
Coat and Tie

DELTA SIGMA PI

By check, by sock, by hand, by gosh, let us
handle your account! Only American Bank
of Commerce has an office at the University of New Mexico. Complete banking
services! Ask about Thriftycheck. You'll
find us friendlier, and more convenient.
You can be .da Judge!

·~·

AMERICAN
BANK of
COMMERCE

fltU PARKING /IAHK aY MAIL

DOWNSTAIRS
at the
MEW MEXICO UNION

Call Mike Mullins, 296-3458, for further information

-The Daily Californian
I,

.......
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THE .BASSETT UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
LA BUENTE, CALIFORNIA
Suburb of Los Angeles
Good Salary Schedule
Free Medical Insurance
Variety of Instructional Materials

& Equipment

On Campus February 12, 1969 .

---------------------------

Note-Takers Used At CSU
Colorado
State
University
(CSU) has started a note-taking
service.
Started last fall, the service is
patterned after Berkeley's notetaking service. Berkeley's service
has been in effect for over ten
years.
No course is eligible for notetaking unless there are at least
10 students taking the course that

quarter, said Naney E. Miller,
directo1· of the service at CSU.
For $7.50 per class hour, notetakers are expected to attend
classes at CSU, tal[e notes as
completely as possible, take the
notes home, organize them, outline them, and type them into a
stencil. Note-takers then take the
stencil to the set' vice's secretary
by 8 : 00 the morning before the

Finals

ARE YOU READY NOW?
WILL YOU BE READY IN MAY?
WE CAN GET YOU READY-AND THEN SOME!

II

Would exams seem easier, (and would you do better on them,) if you could
read and study three to ten times as fast _as you do now? Would term papers and
study projects be easier? Would it help if you could get better comprehension
from what you read? If you had better retention and recall? These are the skills
we teach. Still not convinced? Read our guarantee, then attend a free mini-lesson and see for yourself.

Attend a FREE one-hour MINI-LESSON
Find out why w~ have over 400,000 members
The best way to find out what the course is all about is to attend an hour long mini-lesson. The minilesson will introduce you to your classroom procedure, it'll show you how we extend your retention and
recall, it'll give you a glimpse of our sessions on new study techniques. You might even leave the mini.
lesson reading faster than when you come in.

MINI-LESSON
TODAY
Feb. 7,. 1969
7:30 p.m.

;i

At our classroom
207 Dartmouth N .E.

CLASSES BEGIN
Saturday, Feb. 8, l 969
9:00 a.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 11, 1969
7:00 p.m.

••••••••••••w••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-• I

I

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
207 Dartmouth Dr., N.E. Alb., N.M. 87106

OUR POSITIVE GUARANTEE
OF TUITION REFUND
We guarantee to refund the entire tuition
of any student who does not AT LEAST
TRIPLE his reading efficiency after fulfilling minimum class and study require..
ments.

'.

!,

.

~

~
:·

J

~

I

I
I

( ) Please send more information.

L27-69
( ) Please send rcgistmtion form and schedule of classes.

l
I

1

I understand that I am under no ob1igation and that no

salesman will call on me.

Name .•.

I

........

~

••••• a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Street .....................................-.... .

State . , •.... , , , . , .••• , .•.•. , , , .•.•. , Zip . . . . .
••••••••••••••···-~--~---··•.....,..•••"'•••"'"'"'"""""

c;.;•20"t._~DARTM.QUTH

DR. N.E.ALB.UQUERQUE,NEWMEXICQ 266-,6761,.
....... , ~. ·t~t:.w.W.W.-..w..w.~..........-.--~----------------""""---~..,..""'""'"'~"""-,._•----..---•""'·
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I

I
I
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I
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President of
During his
Griego says

Griego Gets Research Grant
Dr. Richard Griego, assisant
mathematics professor at UNM,
has received a grant to teach and
do research at the Center of Research and Advanced Studies of
th National Polytechnical Institute in Mexico City beginning in
September,
The one year grant was given
by the Multinational Program of
Mathematics.
Griego will be doing mathematical research work involving random .Phenomena of nature, the
Markob Process, and Brownian
Motion. He will also teach one
probability class.

next class.
In the coming' quarter, notetakers will be paid $5 per class,
to increase the profits, said Miss
Miller.
At Berkeley, note-takers are
paid $10 per class hour.
Notes for the last quarter at
CSU we1·e 25 cents per class hour.
Prices for the next quarter are
expected to be:
$2.50 for one hour per week,
$3.50 for two hours per week,
$4.50 for three hours per week,
50 cents for four hours per week,
and $6.50 for five hours per week,.

Griego says the National Polytechnical Institude is known as
the show case of Mexican science.

It is patterned after the Institute
of Advanced Studies at Princeton,
and it is financed by funds re-

19~-~-~~~~~

the office of the
Mexico.
stay in Mexico City,
he hopes to learn

WINROCK CENTER

Patronize Lobo Advertizer&

"ONLY ON FRIDAY CLUB"
AT
WESTERN SKIES

BEFORE YOU BUY

Dance ta Swing Music in the Shalako Room
Listen to the Spanish Guitar in the
Quarter Horse Room
Cocktail Bar In Both Rooms

I~I~Nitl~•\'ttiiS
The area's most complete stereo music center

more about the problems of Mexicans and Mexican-Americans.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1969

A DIVISION OF RECCO, INC,

a,oo p.m. to !.30 a,m.-$1.50 Cover Charge

lml

Mike Hamilton, Ray Mechenbier, Dick Alexander
Singles, Couples, Everybody Weleome

ROTC Programs
losing Standing
Across Country

~'
t
I
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ByJOHNZEH
College Press Service
The Reserve Officer Training
Corp., commonly called ROTC,
has come under heavy attack this
school year.
Buildings on at least four campuses were bombed or set afire
early first semester. Student hostility toward the war and university complicity with the government manifested itself in growing
protests against campus military
training. And now, that disfavor
bas become more legitimatized as
:increasing numbers of faculty
and administrations launch offici9l death-dealing assaults on
ROTC.
This week the Harvard fqculty
voted to withdraw academic status from its ROTC program, the
oldest in the nation. The director
cf the program said he would
lE'commend that it be endt!d.
Yale took similar action the
week before, stripping ROTC llf
academic credit and relegat!ng it
tu extra-curricular status. Dartmouth College the next day announced it would limit credit to
only two courses. Western Maryland College said it would no longer require students to take
ROTC. Cornell is expected to
cut ROTC's academic status this
month.
On top of aU this, the army
announced statistics showing a
decline in the number of ROTC
enrollments and a substantial decrease in the number of schools
with mandatory programs. During
the last five years, enrollment has
dropped from 159-849 to 150,982.
Only 95 mandatory programs exist now, compared to 132 in 1964.
The army said that the number
of ROTC graduates receiving
commissiol'S has increased and
that 30 more institutions will have
adopted the program by 1972. No
school has dropped ROTC in the
past five years, it said proudly.
But that glowing report can
not mask the growing dissatisfaction with ROTC. Examples of
which can be seen in the results
of a College Press Service survey.
Beginning this year, Johns
Hopkins University will not count
ROTC credit toward degrees. Niagara University will not require
sophomores to take the courses.
Freshman ROTC enrollment is
down 50 per cent at Catholic University, 25 per cent at the University of Iowa.
Elimination of credit was one
of the early demands of militants
at San Francisco State, but the
issue has apparently been drown~
ed by others. At LeHigh, the
question of credit is under study.
In October, 300 student protested
ROTC and the school's "military
mind." The University of Pittsbm•gh has also faced this issue.
The student . government at the
University of Pennsylvania voted
for the removal of academic credit, but the student government
president vetoed the bill for further study. The Michigan Daily
editorialized, "No academic value,
no academic credit."
ROTC is also under attack at
Middlebury, Middle Tennessee
State, Ole Miss, Davidson, Rochester, Douglass, Texa11, Clemson,
Hobart, Michigan State, California at Santa Barbara, Wiscorulin,
Massachusetts, and others.
At Temple Unlveraity in Philadelphia activist students have

Interviewing At
University of New Mexico
Feb. 17, 1969
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Mountain States Telephone
Bell Telephone Laboratories
American Telephone & Telegraph Company
Sandia Corporation

The Western Electric Company
Sign up today.
Call your placement office
for time and location.

The companies of the Bell System 1uarantee that all applicants will he considered lor employment without rrprd to rue, creed, c:olor, sex, 25e, or national Ofiain.
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EARN YOUR MASTER'S DEGREE

OR PhD WHILE YOU WORK

AT
MOTOROLA

IN @@[L@ffi[f00[L PHOENIX
Motorola offers the student at the BS or MS level an op-

portunity to advance his career and education concurrently.
Work and achieve a Master's or PhD Degree in an environment of constant challenge and tremendous growth.
THE ENGINEERING 7RAINING PROGRAM

Open to BS or MS graduates in Electrical Engineering,
Chemical Engineering or Physics with a B average or better.
While pursuing an MS or PhD degree at Arizona State Uni·
versity each trainee is placed in a rotational program cov·
ering four engineering activities at Motorola.
THE MARKETING TRAINING PROGRAM

Open to BS graduates in Electrical Engineering or Physics
with a B-average or better. Marketing trainees may work
toward an MBA or an MS or PhD degree. Rotational assign·
ments are in the marketing area.

We Got. Smacked!
By JOHN MOSER
Sports Editor
Well, sometimes you have it
and sometimes you don't. New
Mexico didn't have it Thursday
night and got smacked by Arizona
State, 78-73.
The Lobos played the worst
first half in memory by a Bob
King-coached-outfit, an d were
down by a score of 43-25 at intermission - a deficit to() overwhelming to overcome, although
there were moments in the second
half.
Willie Long hit a three-point
play with 2:06 remaining to make
the score 71-68, and gave the 14,615 disheartened Lobo fans one
final spark of life that was soon
snuffed out. Petie Gibson fouled
ASU's Roger Detter, who sank
two, Siebern Hill hit a layup, and
Detter another foul shot making
it 76-68 with 1:25 to go and it was
all over-almost.
Lobos Close Gap
Sanford hit a layup, Becker
made the first of a one-and-one
with Sanford tipping in the second, and those amazing Lobos
were down by three at 76-73-and
got the ball on an offensive fou,l
by the 'Devils' Ron Johnson with
:34 to play. Could they do it?
Nope. Petie threw the ball
right into the hands of Johnson
and Sanford was forced t() foul
ASU's hatchet man Gerhard

Direct Placement at all Degree Levels for •••

In Res&ltch and Development, Quality Control,
Marketing, and Production.

If you are unavailable for an Interview at this
time write directly to: Director of College Relations,

Mdtorola Inc., Semiconductor Products Division,
5005 East McDowell, Phoenix, Arizona 85008.

fii\MOTOROLA

INC.

\C.Y Sell'niconducfor Products

Division

AN C:QUAI. OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Schreur, who sank one. Long then
fouled Johnson who added the last
point of the night withe :23 to
play.
The Lobos really looked sick
the first half, hitting a pathetic
2:!.8 per cent and playing sad
guard defense - allowing no less
than five unmolested layups
(three by Hill) and were simply
blown of the court by Hill, Johnson, Schreur and Co.
.
Lobos Were Close
The score was actually tied at
16-16 with 10:36 remaining in the
first half. At 4:49 it was 36-19
and 14,615 people just didn't know
which way to turn.
But, wait, New Mexico stormed
onto that court the second half
like they had seen the H o 1 y
Ghost in the dressing room. With
Sanford hitting seven big ones,

the Lobos beat the 'Devils 16-6
in the first six minutes of the
final half, and closed the gap to
49-41. The fans ~;heered.
Siebern Hill and Gerhard
Schreur then got hotter than a
pistol, combining for 15 of the
next 19 'Devil points, and those
racafratizing boys from Tempe
were out by 68-53, with 6:37 to
play.
Up Again, Down Again
From there it was up again,
down again till Long hit on his
three pointer at 2:06.
ASU coach Ned Wulk deserves
a lot of credit for the win, having
called his timeouts beautifully
right in the midle of Lobo rallies
to cool things off.
New Mexico, now at 0-4 in WAC
play, is virtually out of it. ASU
upped its WAC mark to 3-1.

Devils' Delight

John Osborne and Ralph Cognac will be
on Campus February 11, 1969

• Bectrica1 Engineers • Organic & Physical Chemists
• Physicists • Chemical Engineers • Metallurgists

WAC Meet Set
For Saturdayi
Records Likely

fg ft-n.
ARIZONA STATE
Roger. Detter
5 5·6
2 1-4
Bob Edwards
10 2-4
Siebcrn Hlll
Tom Douthit
1 1-3
Ron J'obmon
7 2-3
Jeff Mackey
0
0-0
6 7-11
Gerhard Schreur
18-81
80
Totals
fg
ft-a
NEW MEXICO
3
0·0
Petie Giboon
8 3-6
Ron Sanford
4
2-3
Steve Shropshire
8 2-4
Ron Becker
7 2-4
Greg Howard
0 0·0
Leonard Lopez
2-3
G
Willie Long
81 11-20
Totals
Arizona State • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • 43
New Mexico .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. 26
Attendance: H,616.

pf tp
6 16
4

6

8

8

0 22

4 16
1 0

4 17
21 78

pf tp

8

6

1

0

3 19
4 10
4 8
5 16

4 14.
24 78

35-78
48-73

~.

I'

II

I\
11,

Lobo Photo by Tony Loudcrboagb

UNM and ASU players seem to
be amazed at the strange object
bouncing on the rim. The Lobos
(in white) were more amazed
and were beaten, 78-73.

Look! Up in the sky!

Shop for your Valentine Diamond at Butterfield •.•

I,

I

your

Six of the eight Western Athletic Conference schools will be
entered in the third WAG Invitational Indoor Track Meet which
will get underway Saturday, Feb.
8, at Albuquerque's Tingley Coliseum.
Arizona, Utah, Brigham Young,
Wyoming, Texas El Paso, and
host New Ml'lxico will make up
the field with Colorado State and
Arizona State the only conference teams not represented.
Included in the field are two
Brigham Young athletes that
represented Finland in the recent
Olympic Games. Jaakko Tuominen ran the 500 meter hurdles in
Mexico City and is expected to
enter the 880 and run a leg of the
two mile relay here Saturday.
WAC outdoor triple jump champion Pertti Poussi qualified for
the Olympics with a jump of
51-11% and will enter both the
triple and long jumps here.
BYU's Poussi and UNM's Web
Loudat and Tomas Ericson were
winners in the recent Jaycee Invitational held in Albuquerque,
Poussi won the triple jump with
an effort of 51-3¥.. while Ericson
had a time of 1:10.5 to win the
600 yard run. Ericson will be entered in both the 60() and 880
while Web Loudat, winner of the
Jaycee mile, will be UNM's entry
in both the mile and the 1000
yard run.
Two men could take a shot at
the meet and coliseum record in
the high jump. BYU's Ed Hanks
set the mark last season with a
jump of 7-0'f.l. Hanks will not be
in the meet this year but Arizona's Lorenzo Allen and BYU's
Chris Celion could have a real
battle. Allen has gone 7-0 outdoors and Celion 7-0 indoors. In
the Jaycee meet Celion cleared
6-11 for second- and Allen 6-10
for third.
The meet record of 15-7¥.. in
the pole vault could be erased by
UTEP's J;'aul Hegler. He cleareq
16-6 here two weeks ago behind
Bob Seagren's world mark of
17-5'lt. Hegler was to be pushed
by BYU's Altti Alaruto but the
Olympian from Finland has been
injured and is a doubtful entry
in the WAC indoor.
There will be both a morning
and afternoon session with the
prelims in the long jump set for
10:00 a.m. followed by the prelims in the 60 yard high hurdles
(10:30), triple jump (11:00) and
60 yard dash (11:00).
The pole vault competition will
start at 2:00 p,m. with the 60
yard high hurdles finals starting
at 3:00p.m.
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Wow! Oskiel

UNM

I

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
89 W"IIIPXk Center
Action and Nonfiction

298-1828

Childrens' 8oolcs

WEEKEND
SPECIAL
thru. Feb. 9,

Hot Dog
for ladies and gentlemen of distinction!

&
Coke

Columbia. ••. purposefully designed for those w7w e:cpect qwllity
and will not settle for less.

20¢

cO'IU!ideTation from 9 :oo in tho 'T1t0n&ing until 6:00 in the afUrno<m d4illl ezcept
Wodnesda11 evening un!il9 :00. Closed on the Sabbath.

Columbia Diamond Rings and Imperia! Wedding Barnl3 will be Ju>um for

.Home of line Brazier toads

JEWELERS
2300 Central SE
Central and ,Harvard location only

brazier.

•a., us

"tl

66og MENAUL BLVD., N .E.
Coronado Center is across Mcnaul froiil Us

oo .... oo '"'' :;,., .... oa c.,

Hughes announces new
openings on the

TECHNICAL STAFF.

Lobo Swimmers

Face BYU, Utah
The UNM swimming team takes
to the road in the tough WAC
this weekend, with meets scheduled in Provo against BYU and in
Salt Lake against Utah. ·
Coach Bob Barney describes
both teams as "real tough" as
Utah is the defending· W AO
champ and BYU is the runner-up.
The Lobos, 2-1 on the season after
downing NMSU last week,. :will
face BYU on Friday and Ut;~h on
Saturday.
•.
Barney places most.of his hopes ·
in junior Bob Milne, a free-style
sprint man, and Steve Craven, a
soph who specializes in the butterfly. Both set pool re~ord-.,; against the Aggies, Milne with a
49.6 in the 100 yd. freestyle, and
Craven with a 207.6 yard butterfly.
The Lobos have a victory over
Texas Tech in addition to the win
over the Aggies. Their only loss
came at the hands of alwaystough Air Force Academy.

.The College Inn
the finest in collegiate living

$125

.Serena

Featuring
;.

Twenty delicious meals a: week-Private parking

..

Maid and Linen service-Close to campus
'

Private and semi-private rooms-Laundry facilities
Recreation and study lounges-Social and athletic programs
Willow

Swimming pool-Air Conditioning-Color T.V.-Modestly priced

$200

To the girl who knows what she
wants but not where to find it.
Matchyour style with our
many distinctive designs. And
ask us about our famous
Orange Blossom guarantee.

lleservations are now being accepted. Please stop by and see our model rooms.
Our manager will be happy to discuss The CoUege Inn style of living with you.

--~·

Assignments exist for Engineers
graduating in 1969 with B.S.,
M.S. and Ph.D degrees in
ELECTRICAL ENGIN!;ERING.
HUGHES- FULLERTON E.1gineering
Laboratories assignments range from
research lo hardware development
and operational support of products
and systems in the field. Our current
activities involve the advanced technologies of phased-array frequencyscanning radar syslems, real-time .
general purpose computers, displays, ·
data processing, salellile and surface
communications systems, surface-toair missile systems and tactical command/ control systems.
For addilional information on the
opportunities offered at HUGHESFULLERTON in Soulhern Californiaand to arrange for a personal inter·
view with our Staff representatives,
please contact your College Placement Office or write: Mr. D. K. Horton,
Supervisor, Professional Staffing,
HUGHES-FULLERTON, P. 0. Box
3310, Fullerton, California 92634.
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On-campus interviews
February 18
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Flibbertygibbet
"Flibbertygibbet," an elf fantasy with a Scottish setting around 1800, wHI be presented at
Rodey Theatre by the UNM
drama department for three
weekends in February.
The play is recommended for
audiencs between the ages of six
and twelve.
The mythical elfin character,
played by Frank Mangano and
adapted from a Scottish folk fig-ure, is given a last chance to
bring a message of love to h1lmanity. He gains the confidence
of the Scottish farm folks, but
one, Adam, played by Doug Ray,
tries to bribe him to use his
magic for earthly gain.
Flibbertygibbet disappears and
Adam searches the ends of the

earth before finding and bringing
him back. Flibbertygibbet is still
frustrated, though, as long as
feelings of hate linger among the
people.
Performances will be on Fridays, Feb. 14 and 21, at 7:15p.m.;
Saturdays, Feb. 8, 15, and 22, at

to U

10;30 a.m., 1 p.m. and 3 p.m.; and
Sundays, Feb. 9, 16, and 23, at 1
and 3 p.m.
Tickets are 75 cents with reduced prices for groups of 50 or
more. The Rodey Theater box
office will be open from 2:30 p.m.
to 5:30 p.m. from Feb. 3 to 21.
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PAR'r 'rlME male belp wanted. Apply in
person. Der Wienerscbnitzel, 4201 Central, NE.
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Monday, February 10, 1969

Fish Dinner Special

Bu·~·-~

EVERY FRI., 9 a.m. to 1 a.m.

UNM DIVISIONS

Current General
$11,538,000
lntercoUegiate Athletics
$167,000
Research
$283,000
Student Exchange Program
$165,000
Medical School
$1,432,000
KNME
$157,000
Law Library
$10,000
Branch CoUege
$22,000
Andean Study Center
$32,000
State Technical Services ·Program
$25,000
Institute .of Soeial R~earch and
Development
$121,900

s.u.n. Theatre
Sat. 7 & 10
Sun. 6 & 9
J.D. Required

HELD OVER- THIRD WEEK
TWO OF THE SCREEN'S MOST ACCLAIMED TRIUMPHS!

"HAVE A BALL!•·

2400 Central SE Across From Campus

-Bosley Crowther

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

WITH KATE JIND HEft MAT£!

Don't Forget
Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25

1968-69

. tnj eady

'~!tn·~~· ~
~"~'*·"

1969-70

Tender pieces of Boneless Cod Filet,
deep fried to a golden brown, crisp
French fries, tangy tartar sauce and
toast.

No. 74

247-4406

Eat in our large dining room or take it home

UNMRequest BEF Recommendation
$14,530,000
$385,000
$350,000
$183,000
$2,300,000
$370,000
$10,000
$34,500
$36,000
$25,000

$13,299,000
$275,000
$330,000
$175,000
$1,605,000
$270,000
$10,000
$18,000
$34,000
$25,000

$260,000

$235,000

Lobos Down. Arizona, 79-74

PILOT
TRAINING
CLASS ASSIGNMENTS IMMEDIATELY

By JOHN MOSER
Sports Editor
New Mexico, taking advantage
of another brilliant scoring performance from Greg "Stretch"
Howard, built up an early lead
and coasted in for a 79-74 WAC
win over Arizona Saturday night
at the Arena.
It was the Lobos' much-awaited
first WAC win (they are now 1-4

AVAILAB.LE FOR RECENT GRADUATES,
SENIORS AND JUNIORS.
(PROCUREMENT TEAM ON CAMPUS 24-28 MARCH)

IMMEDIATE APPLICATION ENHANCES
. - - - - a n d _ _ __

APPLY NOW: OFFICER PROGRAMS

i6

NAVAL AIR STATION
DALLAS, TEX. 7521 I
AN2-5161, EXT. 200

·-------------------------------------------------·

in the league) and put their season record at 14-7. The Wildcats
from Tucson are 3-2 in league
play and 15-7 overall.
Howard scored 26 of UNM's 38
second-half points en route to his
36 point, 21 rebound performance.
Had Big Lead
The Lobos were in front by as
much as 17, with a 62-45 lead at
10:06 to go in the game, with

WINNER OF

ACADEMY AWARDS
including

"BEST PICTURE" I

A111AN
ALL

NAVAL AVIATION: TESTING, ETC.

SJ!JIJSONS

SCHOOL

ADDRESS

·--------------------------------------------------

BABYSITTER wanted. 8 to 9 a.m. and B to
5 p.m. Your home, university area.- Barbara 277-6320 days or 877-1754 evenings.
Attractive girl to assist professional entertainer on stage locally a 1ew evenin~
per month. Some theatrical talent desirableJ but not necessary. Possibility
overseas tour later. Good pay. Write Bob
Fillman c/o Student Publications, Lobo
Office, Univ. P.O. Box 20, Albuquerque,

Stretch dumping in short jumpers
over Arizona's 6-10 Eddie Myers.
But UNM picked up seven team
fouls and Arizona was on the one
and one situation with 6:20 to go
-and at one point hit on six free
shots in a row to narrow the gap
to 68-60.
Petie Gibson hit a short jumper,
then the Wildcats reeled off three
baskets to make the score a very
uncomfortable 70-66 with 2:36
remaining, and the 14,060 fans
had dreams of last Thursday
night.
But Stretch got a big three
point play at 1 :41, following a
layup by Ron Becker, then accounted for the Lobos last two
baskets to put the ball game out
of reach at 79-70 with :16 showing on the clock.
The 'Cats picked up their last
four counters on two foul shots by
Jim Hansen and a jumper by
Mickey Foster at the buzzer.
Arizona Cold
The Lobos took advantage of
a cold shooting Arizona squad
(28.6%)., and despite 14 turnovers moved out to a 41-31 bulge
at halftime. New Mexico dominated the boards at both ends of
the court, with Howard pulling
down 16 caroms in the first 20
minutes, and ended the half with
a 31-19 rebounding edge. Arizona
started jumping like crazy the
second half, and ended the night
with a 57-54 board victory.
UNM was never behind and
was tied but once, at 2-2. with

18:44 left in the initial period.
Big Eddie Myers hit a jumper at
3:28 to close the gap to 31-29.
But Petie, Stretch, Sanford and
Co. got steamed up and pulled
away to their 10 point margin
which was the biggest lead in the
game up to that point.
In addition to Howard's 36
points, the Lobos were aided by
14 counters from Petie Gibson,
12 coming in the first half. Ron
Sanford had eight in the first
half, and ended the night with 12
points. Big Splo also pulled down
13 rebounds putting him second
behind Howard's 21 in the game
high honors section. Ron Becker
with nine and Steve Shropshire
with eight rounded out scoring
for the W olfpack.
Foster Faces 'Cats
The Wildcats attack was paced
by 6-5 guard Mickey Foster, who
had 18 points despite being decked
in a titanic rebound struggle two
thirds of the way through the
final half and being forced to wait
out a couple of minutes to recouperate.
Big Eddie Myers added 17
points and 12 rebounds for the
'Cats. Sub Bill Warner hurt the
Lobos late in the game with key
baskets, and finished with 11. Tom
Lee and Jim Hansen had 10 for
UA. Hansen came up with four
steals in the first half.
UNM now will prepare to meet
the Wyoming Cowboys in a regionally televised game next
(Continued on page 7)

Lobo Pboto b:v Tony I.ouderbc>ugh

N.M., 87106.

"Stretch" Howard

FOR SALE
OFFICE DESK, 3' x 6' Formica top, beautiful, seven drawers, 243-6949 or 2478297.
PHO'rOGRAPHERS l 1 35mm single lena
refiex KOWA SETR interchangeable
lenses - behind lena metering sntem,
$70.0.0, 3 months old. Call Paul Murray
277-4860.

Students

ENGINEERING GRADUATES

1963 LAMBRETTA, M is, ~85. Doctor's
scales, $10. 346-0416 evenings.
Close-out sale an car tolle players. Only 10
left. Johnny's TV & Stereo Service. 623
Amherst, NE.

lhe Inland Steel Company, Indiana Harbor Works, East Chicago, Indiana
invites you to investigate our many career opportunities. Consult the specific
job description in the pocket of our brochure. Our representatives will be on
your campus on THURSDAY

LOST&FOUND
$25 REWARD - 'rwo red notebooks of
lecture notes & other items or Black
Briefcase with complete contests. No
questions asked. CONTACT F. K. Hall,
277-4612 or 268.0546.

Of 0 pera t Ing
Stulents at UNM pay 25 cents
of every dollar spent by the University to educate them.
In the 1968-69 school year, the
cost per student for University
operation was $1377.89. State appropriations
accounted
for
$1016.73, while student money
accounted for $353.95. MisceUaneous funds including federal money
made up the rest of the funds.
Records show that in 1951-52
the cost per student was $794.82
or nearly one half of what it was
this year. Since 1951 students
have paid anywhere from 20 to
25 per cent of the cost, mainly
through tuition.
"Actual instructional eosts per
student were $963.08 in 1968-69

INLAND STEEL COMPANY

after 3:30.
UNM STUDENTS - WE COOK . FOR
YOU l Modern accommodations with pri•
vate lmths and no dirty dishes. Call
243-2881.
7 :1'111· mountain home, 80 miles from Albuquerque, March 1-May 6. Scheduled.
Ideal thesis writers, artist, author, ete.
Rent free exchange <:aretaking. Write
P.O. Box 156, Gadsden, Arizona 85886.
SERVlCES
TYPING-term pnpers, thesed, etc., 268·
8908. GOO·A Kcntuck;v, SE.
MaJor magazin-tudent rates include~~
Time, Newswe(!k, Playbo;v, Sports Illus•
trnted-Am<!rlcan Bank of Comtnerce in

JNDIANJI. HABBOR WORKS

EAST CHICAGO. INDIANA

~'
·~
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer in the Plans for Progress Program
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$mall Increase
Perovich cited a smaller-thanexpected faculty increase as one
of the results of the propo~d
budget. In the first meeting between UNM and the BEF this
fall, the BEF recommended that
the university increase its faculty
by one. UNM had asked for 40.
The two factions finally agreed
on 11 new faculty members. "I
thought we had done well by
paring to the bone an original
request by individual UNM departments for 69 new faculty
members," Perovich said. He said
that he could not be sure which
departments would get the 1.1 faculty allowed by the BEF.
The UNM Medical School,
which is figured into the budget
but is funded separately, will get
13 new faculty members, nnd a
10 per cent faculty salary hike.
Takes Five Year.s
Dr. William McConnell, executive secretary of the BEF, estimates it will take five years of
10 per cent increases to bring the
medical school's salaries into line
with the national median.
UNM President Ferrel Heady
said there was also a problem at
· UNM in hiring and keeping clerical and plant operation personnel.
He asked for a 15 per cent~raise
for these people but this was· cut
to about 10 per cent.
The average faculty pay raise
for UNM will be close to five per
cent, Perovich said.
Different Categories
UNM and the BEF divide University spendings into different
categories such as "Research,"
"Current General" (instruction
and maintenance, etc.}, and \/.In,..
tercollegiate Athletics." Each division is allocated a certain
amount and studied separately.
The one division that will re(Continued on page 5}

Bill Pending in Legislature

Solons Might End Tuition
Carry 25%
·~.;:~~~·
c
e

FEBRUARY 13, 1969

PERSONALS
Wanted, mature woman, student or •tsff,
to live ln w /college daughter. Private
room, no duties. Near Campue, 268·4167

"Stretch" Howard moves past
Arizona's Tom Lee (23) with Jim
Hansen (22) looking on in the
Lobos 79-74 Saturday win.

'

HAR;YEY
ewsEditpr
.
UNM·stands to gain slightly more.than,$2 million in stllle
funds over its 1968-69 allocation of $1'1.548 million if the
recommendation of the Board of Edl.!c~tional Finance (BEF)
is accepted by the current session of th~ state legislature.
The BEF's recommendations will l;ci~e before the Senate
Education Committee this week.
.1
Student tuition fees and federal grants will add an estimated $4 million to the budget briiii\nJ;r the total to over
$17 million.
•
.
Though the recommendations of the BEF have been approved by the legislature for several years running, John
Perovich, UNM's vice president for finance, said UNM is in
for another austerity year. UNM this year asked for $1
million more than the BEF recommended.

Stretch Pumps In 36

TAYtOR

NAME

'; .Il

U NM's Proposed

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION CONCERNING

EMPLOYMENT
WORK for the University of New Mexico
Stttdent Publications business staff. Opportunity includes copywriting, advertising make-up and sales. Hours easily adjll!lted to fit studies schedule. Commissions
available. Check with the business staff,
Journalism Bldg., Room 169 or call 2774002..

~c

Lobby-Simms Building Downtown. 4th II< Gold

ON1Y49c

Paper Beaver

WANT ADS

,~><>st..._;;:

for UNM Students only
oiJ,;, ...._ P.
for Theses: I 00% Cotton Fibre-Cockle (as Required)
·~-l{,i, <>.r1
XEROX COPIES B¢ each-No Minimum
'-

SELECTION OPPORTUNITIES.
Canada is secretly planning to
take over all the natural resources
'of Montana, Minnesota, Michigan,
and southern Rhode Island to get
even with members of the U.S.
government who figure Canada's
water resources should be free to
Americans.

NEW
EX ICO

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

Country Barn

Morgan Day
Set at Yale Park
Sunday, Feb. 9, will be Reese
Morgan Day at Yale Park, near
Yale and Central.
Morgan, a former city policeman, was injured in a motorcycle
accident Jan. 14 and is now hospitalized with a severed spine. He
is paralyzed from the waist down.
The activities Sunday will include a love-in, a body painting
party, and a music festival. A
member of the Marine Corps will
be present to collect donations for
Morgan and the general public is
invited to a pot luck supper.
Local artists are invited to
come and play their music, paint,
read poetry, or just come and "do
their things." The love-in will last
from noon to 6 p.m.
Tom Bolling, who is organizing
the event, suggests that donations
be made Sunday at the park, or
at the Albuquerque National
Bank, where Morgan has an account. For further information,
contact Bolling at 256-7244.

Comes

...,

·OS t S

A bill to abolish resident tuition
and fees at six New Mexico unibefore the

:~~~!t;:~is~~tJ~~~ding

while about $194 went to both
Co-sponsored by Sen. Emmett
plant operation and "administra- Hart and Sen. Odis Echols, the
tion general." UNM libraries cost bill would erase tuition and fees
students on the average $85.23 at UNM, New Mexico State,
per student.
Highlands, Western Eastern, and
The Board of Educational Fi- New Mexico Tech effective Sept.
nance (BEF) has recommended 1.
that the state legislature allocate
Sen. Hart said that tuition and
$13.309 million to cover a pre- fees account for 20 per cent of
dieted $1442.03 cost per student the universities' budgets and the
next year at UNM. Though there gap created by tuition abolition
will be no tuition decrease, in- could be closed by the state's gencreased enrollment and state al- era! apropriation fund or by a
locations are expected to drop the boost in non-resident tuition.
average cost to each student to
"Revenue Loss"
$331.
UNM President Ferrel Heady
Instructional costs per student said, "There is a good argument
will increase by $24 while plant in favor of free tuition at public
operation will increase by $12 universities. If it were not for the
next year.
revenue loss, it would be an at-

tractive proposal if the money
eliminated from tuition could
be provided in some other way,
namely appropriations."
Heady said that with the state
fiscal situation as it is tuition
abolition seems unlikely. He
added, "I am against further increases in resident and nonresident tuition in view of recent
increases during the past two
years and in view of the fact that
rates for both at UNM are higher
than the national average."
Heady said that another nonresident tuition increase would decrease the number of out-of-state
students at UNM and lower the
quality of education because the
university would not have a good ·
cross-section of people on campus.
Aid-Tuition
"The availability of financial
aid for residents has not increased
with tuition increases," Heady
said. He added that in-state tui-

tion should not be increased unless
the availability of financial aid
increased correspondingly.
The UNM Student Lobby is
fighting to keep both resident and
non-resident tuition at their present levels. A petition being circuc
lated by the Lobby committee·specifically states that tuition
should remain unchanged.
Vice President Ron Curry said
that by passing the Hart-Echols
bill, the state legislature could
abolish tuition, it could raise nonresident tuition and keep resident
tuition at its preserJt level, or it
could leave resident ;md non-resident tuition unchanged.
Curry said that if ~ tuition increase became necessary the legislature would probably raise nonresident tuition only. He added
that from his point of view, a majority of the legislators appeared
to be against a tuition increase
and that tuition would Pl'Obably
remain at its present leve\.

